# New Business Announcements and Expansions in Houston

## Q1 2020

| Month announced | Company | County | Business Description | Category | Project Type*
|-----------------|---------|--------|----------------------|----------|-----------------
| Mar             | Bernard Specialties | Harris | Provides valve automation, manual valves and specialized valve products | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | Blouware Corp. | Harris | Machine learning application for seismic data applications | Expansion | OF
| Mar             | Dunvant Distribution Group | Harris | Transportation services | Expansion | DN
| Mar             | Elite Supply Partners | Montgomery | Oilfield service and supply company | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | GH& Diversified | Harris | Metal manufacturer | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | Johnson Controls | Harris | Provides HVAC equipment and controls | New to Region | MF
| Mar             | Oldcastle Infrastructure | Waller | Manufacturer of precast concrete, polymer concrete and plastic products | Expansion | DN
| Mar             | Oprona | Harris | Provides automated inspection systems, flowmeters | Expansion | OF
| Mar             | Pacific Plant LLC | Harris | Manufacturer of baking cups and cake containers | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | Quality Reel Solutions | Harris | Manufacturer and wholesale provider of Nailled wood reels | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories | Harris | Distribution automation and control systems designer and manufacturer | Expansion | OF
| Mar             | Subsea 7 | Harris | Plans and designs projects for the offshore oil and gas industry | Expansion | MF
| Mar             | Western Midstream Partners (WES) | Montgomery | LP formed to acquire, own, develop, and operate midstream assets | Expansion | OF
| Feb             | Accredo Packaging | Fort Bend | Conventional, compostable and renewable packaging producer | Expansion | MF, DW
| Feb             | Apache Industrial Services | Harris | Provides services such as scaffolding, insulation, coatings and linings | Expansion | DW
| Feb             | Axiom Space | Harris | Provides 30- to 180-day missions to ISS | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Gasket Resources, Inc. | Harris | Manufactures gaskets and other fluid sealing solutions | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Hewlett Packard Enterprise | Harris | Designs and sells servers, storage and networking equipment | Expansion | OF
| Feb             | Industrial Fabrics, Inc. | Harris | Manufacturer and distributor of Geotechnical products | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Linear Star Holdings | Harris | Maintenance services related to pipelines and petrochemical industries | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Midland Industries | Harris | Supplier of brass fittings, valves, and accessories | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Nouryon Chemicals | Harris | Chemicals provider | Expansion | DW
| Feb             | Occidental Petroleum | Harris | Oil and gas exploration and production | Expansion | OF
| Feb             | Olin | Brazoria | Bleach and acid and chlor-alkali producer | Regional HQ | OF
| Feb             | Sysgen Plasmonics | Harris | Photocatalytic chemical reactor developer | Expansion | MF
| Feb             | Texas Frio Cold Storage | Harris | Freezer storage space | Expansion | DW
| Feb             | Texas Injection Molding LLC | Harris | Custom plastic injection molding services provider | Expansion | OF
| Jan             | A&C Plastic Products Inc. | Harris | Plastics distributor | Expansion | OF, DW
| Jan             | ADCO Power Steering Products | Harris | Provides remanufactured rack & pinions, pumps, gear boxes and hoses | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | American Furniture Warehouse | Montgomery | Furniture retailer | Expansion | DW
| Jan             | Blink Fitness | Harris | Budget fitness chain | New to Region | Fitness Facility
| Jan             | Bruscha Corp. | Harris | Manufacturer of insulated metal panel technology | New to Region | MF
| Jan             | DetectaChem Inc. | Fort Bend | Handheld drug-and-explosive-detection technology manufacturer | Expansion | OF, MF
| Jan             | Dover Precision Components | Fort Bend | Custom-engineered, precision-manufactured products provider | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | Grolf Flexible USA | Harris | Industrial packaging products manufacturer | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | Intuitive Machines | Harris | Hardware and software solutions for automated systems | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | Micro Systems Engineering, Inc. (MSEI) | Fort Bend | Medical microelectronics for life-sustaining and life-changing devices | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | NCS Multistage | Harris | Coiled-tubing hydraulic fracturing provider | HQ Relocation | OF
| Jan             | Pipeline Packaging | Montgomery | Industrial container distributor | Expansion | OF, DW
| Jan             | PTR Holland Group | Harris | Marine Equipment Directive (MED) ladders | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | Sempra Energy | Harris | Natural gas and electricity distributor | Regional HQ | OF
| Jan             | Southwest Airlines Co. | Harris | Air passenger carrier | Expansion | OF, DW
| Jan             | SRI Energy, Inc. | Fort B | Provider of oilfield equipment, systems and services | Expansion | MF
| Jan             | Summit Midstream Partners LP | Harris | Midstream energy infrastructure company | HQ Relocation | OF
| Jan             | Tytan International | Harris | Nationwide supplier of industrial and agricultural products | Expansion | DW
| Jan             | Varx Imaging Corporation | Harris | Independent supplier of medical X-ray tubes | Expansion | OF
| Jan             | Wholesome Sweeteners | Harris | Producer of organic snacks, sugar and zero calorie sweeteners | Expansion | DW

*Type = CC (Call Center), OT (Data Center), DW (Distribution Warehouse), HQ (Headquarters), MF (Manufacturing), OF (Office), RD (Research and Development).
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